
BettioServicethe Flyscreen innovation



Just as you want me…
Thanks to completely revolutionary patented systems and production using the latest technology 
while at the same time retaining the traditional materials (Aluminium structures and �bre glass 
nets) Bettio has been able to create the perfect mosquito screen!!
SCENICA, is a lateral roller which consists of only a box and an upper track. There is no track on the 
apposite side and no track on the �oor. The box, measuring only 50mm, is capable of enclosing 2 mt. 
of rolled up net which means that with two "SCENICA" a window or door space of 4 mt. wide can be 
covered.
A special handle bar allows you to block the screen in any position without rewinding it and keep it 
perfectly taut at all times.
Mechanically and aesthetically perfect and easy to operate, this new mosquito screen eliminates 
the problem of architectural barriers and can be adopted in places used by children, elderly and 
disabled.

TECHNICAL info

SPACE NEEDED
SCENICA takes up only two sides of the door 
opening and needs only a space of 53mm on 
each one for its installation. If the cap (see 
adjustment) is used on the upper track, the 
space required is 56mm.

POSSIBLE DIMENSIONS
The maximum dimension obtenaible with 
SCENICA is 2000x2800 mm per leaf: starting 
from a basic mesurement of 2001mm you can 
arrive at double leaf which covers up to 
4000x2800mm. Dimensions never seen before 
for a roll-up mosquito net.

WARNING:
SINGLE DOOR VERSION: the screen can be 
manufactured only if the height is equal or 
longer than the width +100mm.
DOUBLE DOOR VERSION: the screen can be 
manufactured only if the height is equal or 
longer than the width divided in two +100mm.
 
OPTIONAL
An "U" shaped pro�le can be requested on 
order.
 
ADJUSTMENTS 
The cap, which can be applied to the upper 
track, can compensate for up to 8mm in cases 
where a wall is not completely staright.
The upper track can be regulated by up to 8mm 
vertically.
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All the visible plastic accessories are available of the same aluminium colors, 
for the following colors: Silver, Bronze, Gloss RAL 9010 and Gloss RAL 1013.
All the plastic Chain Elements are of black color only.
All the other Alluminium pro�les are available with accessories in black color only.
Aluminium colors available:
All color folder except Green RAL6009 matt.
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The upper track can be regulated for 
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All prices are expressed in €/square meter if not specifically declared

Frame Without With
Insect screen Model size wood structure wood structure

Aluminium colors in mm

Bronze/Silver (oxidized/painted) 98.50 Scenica - 1 leaf - Gloss RAL9010 650x700 77,76 €/pc. 130,00 €/pc.
Elox 2000 and TDM 2001 101.14
Painted RAL 103.78
Wood 118.23
Michelangelo and Marazzati colors 106.39

3,99 €/ml.
7,41 €/ml.

Detail of colors

Painted Ral
Gloss 1013, Gloss 9010, Matt 8017, Matt 6005
Wood
Acacia, Cherry, Light Oak, Iroko, Douglas, Pine, Walnut
Michelangelo and Marazzati colors
Michelangelo Green and Gray, marmorizzato raggrinzato White, marmorizzato
raggrinzato Gray, marmorizzato raggrinzato Brown,  marmorizzato raggrinzato Green,
marmorizzato raggrinzato Red.

2008
 Minimum Billing 2 Leaves: 4 square meter

"U" side-profil oxidized, painted Ral, Michelangelo and Marazzati colors

Scenica Sliding door SampleMinimum Billing 1 Leaf: 2 square meter

Starting from a base of 2001 mm, Scenica is manufactered with 2 leaves.

"U" side-profil Wood
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